
  4. Deeping Form Instructions 
 

① Transcribe Assumed My Sentence and words/phrases you double-underlined at 3. 
Grasp Form, and feel newly your felt sense at first.  

② Remove double-underlined words of Assumed My Sentence, and transcribe rest of 
them.  

③ The word you underlined at ② is Keyword 1.  
④ Write down general meaning of keyword 1. You can either define it by yourself or 

check a dictionary. When working with you’re a partner or as groups of others, it is 
preferable to ask some opinions from them and write them down on this form.  

⑤ Feel the margin of ② and write down the feeling sensation of felt sense that you 
want to express using keyword 1. It is totally available if it differs from general 
usage. You do not need to write them down so that others can understand. Focus 
on subtle and complex essence of felt sense, and describe your feeling freely that 
you really want to express here.  

⑥ From felt sense, you can extract various numbers of things /cases. After writing 
down enough amount of words, you can finish this process by putting 「,,,」 to end 
of the word. These dots mean you cannot write down anymore. Underline wiggle 
lines two or three words you think significant/important.  

⑦ Choose one word you want to focus more deeply from wiggle-lined terms/phrases at 
⑥ , and word you chose is Keyword 2.  

⑧⑨⑩ Likewise Keyword 1, write down general meaning and fest sense of Keyword 2. 
You can finish this process by putting 「,,,」 to end of the word.  

⑪ Choose one word you want to focus most deeply from wiggle-lined terms/phrases at 
⑩, and word you chose is Keyword 3.  

⑫⑫⑭ Likewise Keyword 1, write down general meaning and felt sense of Keyword 3. You 
can finish this process by putting 「,,,」 to end of the word.  

⑮ Collect three keywords and words you lined wiggle-line, and line these words up 
into blanks of 【     】. 

⑯ Feel felt sense newly by looking words lined up. Express your felt sense in a single 
sentence. You can combine some words you collected in order to express. It is also 
preferable to make My Sentence of Assumed My Sentence directly if you can feel 
Assumed My Sentence newly and you feel it expresses your felt sense clearly. Fill 
out the blanks of 【       】. (This feeling is 【     】.) This sentence is called My 
Sentence. By making My Sentence, it is easier to keep uniqueness of felt sense in 
mind.  

 


